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FOUNDER'S GREETINGS

Dear friends and supporters of Apps and Girls,
Greetings!
What a wonderful year was 2018!
The end of 2018 marked four years of Apps and

Carolyne Ekyarisiima

CEO & Founder - Apps and Girls

Girls in service and we are stepping in 2019
marking five years. How time flies!
For us, 2018 has been a year of reaching new
places, impacting more girls and being inspired
by them. We have made incredible progress in
empowering girls and young women with ICT and
tech-entrepreneurship skills necessary for them
to adopt with the world's fast pace to
digitization, automation and robotics.

Our

contribution in the Tanzanian and Africa's Tech
ecosystem has left many stones turned, changing
lives, inspiring and harnessing female led
innovations, system change

not forgetting

reduced stereotypes regarding girls and women
in Technology and Business.
Our work is increasingly becoming more

Carolyne Ekyarisiima - Founder, Apps and Girls

important in this era more than ever especially

Featured in this report, are stories of our girls whom
we are proud of the achievements and opportunities
they have been able to get since they joined us. It
brings us joy seeing these young girls who joined us as
little birds are now developing wings to fly on their
own. The report also covers Apps and Girls' amazing
interventions, achievements, challenges, vision and
core focus areas for 2019 and the years to come.

when careers and

services are being greatly

affected by technological advancements.

We

want girls and young women to be equipped with
necessary skills they will need to navigate the
workplace of the future. We want more girls and
young women benefiting with the tech changes
and equally contribute to build a better world.

ENJOY!
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WHO WE ARE
Apps and Girls is a Tanzanian award-winning social enterprise that empowers girls and young women
to create the world they want to live in using technology. At Apps and Girls, we give girls and young
women the skills and a platform to become effective tech-entrepreneurs, including high-quality
software and hardware programming. We focus on girls and young women from both privileged and
underprivileged backgrounds, at secondary school, university, or out-of-school, on our mission to
reduce the gender gap in ICT , tech-entrepreneurship and empower more change-makers in Tanzania.
At Apps and Girls, we believe that Tech is the reality of the future as we move deeper into the digital
revolution, and entrepreneurship is a driving force. We work to break various barriers that hinder girls
& young women in ICT such as a non-existent support system, lack of role models and prevailing
gender stereotypes by providing the alternative, a supportive path into the field of ICT and a future in
tech

Our Vission
Our vision is to see Girls and young Women empowered by ICT are able to create the world they want
to live in.

Our Mission
To give Girls the skills, tools, self-esteem and competitive edge to become effective leaders and driving
change in their communities using technology.
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WHAT WE DO
Apps and Girls’ overarching objective is to invest in girls and young women as potential tech
entrepreneurs, tech creators, tech role models and leaders, in Tanzania and across Sub-Saharan
Africa. In order to achieve this goal, Apps and Girls is implementing an innovative cyclical process of
advanced coding training, entrepreneurship training, mentorship and incubation thus promoting girls
and women's' equal participation in the digital economy: as creators of tech and drivers of innovation
that is also gender-sensitive.
Our core programs are categorized into two key areas as indicated below:

EMPOWER
Coding clubs - Training Program
We create coding clubs for young girls in secondary schools to help them develop their own projects
and succeed in their careers. Our team of trained mentees and volunteers conducts weekly coding
classes in web programming, mobile app development, and entrepreneurship skills to girls.
Tech & innovation Events
We organize various events such as workshops, exhibitions, hackathons, Girls Code Camps, boot
camps and the Girls Entrepreneurship Summit for girls in secondary and high school in Tanzania to
connect, learn and build innovations and solutions for community problems as well as compete for
prizes. Through these events, we inspire innovation and creativity for girls through technology. Also
via these events, girls are being groomed to live a healthy lifestyle and to learn how to use the skills
gained to make a productive change in the community

ACCELERATE
The Jovia program:
A six months of intensive Advanced IT and Entrepreneurship training for marginalized girls and young
women to be able to participate in the formal employment sector, notably in ICT-related employment
or be able to create their own tech-based enterprises in Tanzania and subsequently in other SubSaharan African countries thus elevating women’s socio-economic empowerment.
The Ada program:
A 6-month Skills Development Programme (“SDP”) to train unemployed female ICT Graduates to
provide them with critical skills needed to reach their full Potential in the ICT sector. The graduates
receive Microsoft training as well as writing exams to attain an MCSD Certification in order for them
to become Microsoft Certified Solution Developers and Open Source training that will cover the
MEAN stack development framework not forgetting soft skills to enable them to create their own
tech-based enterprises.
Mentorship and Incubation:
We provide mentorship and incubation both online and offline to emerging young female TECH
entrepreneurs which includes access to indispensable resources (support for business plans,
crowdfunding, access to potential investors/funders and mentoring) to support the successful launch
and scale-up of their IT-based enterprises.
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Our Impact
In Numbers

From training 211 girls during Africa Code
week, to running coding clubs in 13
secondary schools, conducting TOT training,
and organizing girls entrepreneurship
summit; here is our impact in 2018

Girls Summit
15.3%
TOT Workshops
25.3%

1020
Impacted
Girls in ICT Day
9.2%

Coding clubs
30.7%

Africa Code Week
19.4%

10
Startups Created

Business Ideas
Created

32
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IMPACT IN STORIES

Lisa Michael - Smart and Innovative!
Four years ago, Lisa Michael, 17, made a choice to study computer
as optional studies in her school, Jangwani Girls. Later we
introduced coding club at her school became one of our earliest
club members. That is when the world of coding and programing
began to make sense to her. Being raised by grandparents who are
ordinary farmers, she had always desired to change the lives of her
grandparents and other farmers who rely on traditional farming
system by transforming to modern and more digitized farming
systems. That is when she came up with SmartShamba, an online
farming education portal where farmers are accessing vital
information about farming. But SmartShamba is not just a web
based system, Lisa is working on creating a device that will be
measuring soil PH to help farmers make informed decisions on crops
cultivation so as to increase their production. Currently, she is
learning Arduino and robotics while volunteering to teach coding in
five of our twenty coding clubs in Dar es Salaam secondary schools.
-www.smartshamba.co.tz

Kokubanza Timanywa, for better education
Since joining Apps and Girls, Kokubanza who is now in high
school, has has grown a keen interest in STEM and has been
exposed to many opportunities. She represented Tanzania at
the 2017 First Global robotics competitions in Washington
DC, she has also attended YALI Network in South Africa,
where she was able to network and learn from experts about
running her startup. She also participated dLab Data for
Local impact (DLI) competition in 2017 and became second
runner. Her project is called VitabuShelf - a platform that
enable Tanzanians to sell and buy used books. She aims to
providing solution to lack of books in schools as well as to
ignite a reading culture among Tanzanians. She also expects
to improve performance in schools since students will have
access to reading materials in their schools.
"Apps and Girls helped me realize my potentials as a girl
especially in a society that doesn’t always give girls the
opportunities they deserve" -www.vitabushelf.com
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STARTUP STORIES

Necta Richard, a young girl with a call to support needy
girls to gain better education
With her OutPeak initiative, Necta Richard is supporting
girls in secondary schools in Dar es Salaam who are in need
of scholastic material. OutPeak has donated a set of form
four textbooks to seven girls who were lacking these books
for them to study further. Necta's OutPeak collects
donations of scholastic materials through fundraising from
students who have excess as well as from concerned
individuals who are willing to support poor yet smart girls
to get better and quality education. - www.outpeak.org
"For the three years I spent with this organization, which is almost my entire Secondary education,
I was able to learn significant IT (coding) skills that helped me create my own startup. Being an
ambassador for Apps and Girl has introduced me to various opportunities and recognitions both
national and international. Early in 2018, I was awarded Malkia wa Nguvu, an appreciation award
given by Clouds FM media for girls and women who make incredible contributions in their
community. I have also had been among Tanzanian girls to attended the WISCI Girls STEM camp in
Malawi. General, Apps and Girls is a fun and educative place to be. You get in as a caterpillar, you
leave as a butterfly". – Necta Richard

Three girls with the aim to feed students in schools
Doreen Michael, Juliet Sewava and Josephine Brown were the
second winners of the GES2017 from Jangwani Girls secondary
school. Their winning project is called Foodhub, which aims at
supplying students with standard meal to keep their energy
throughout the day while at school. It operates as an online cattery
where students or their teacher can order food through the website.
The food is therefore delivered fresh and well packed. At its
establishment stage, Foodhub is currently serving the staff and
students at Apps and Girls.
The three girls have participated in the 2018 FIRST Global Robotics where they represented Tanzania
in the world's largest STEM themed Olympics. Through this participation they gained significant
knowledge in robotics and automation that they use to mentor other young girls who se projects
involves Arduino and robotics. They also had won 150 USD while pitching Foodhub at the Diamond
Challenge. Currently they are volunteering to teach coding to students in twelve coding clubs we run
in Dar es salaam scondary schools.
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STARTUP STORIES

Huduma Smart; Not jobs, but decent jobs for housemaids
Currently, with nine girls in employment, HudumaSmart is
Balbina's emerging social enterprise that connects domestic
workers with potential employers through an online system.
HudumaSmart is now serving four offices and five homes in Dar
es Salaam where girls are well paid doing their job. Balbina had
always wanted to combine business and social impact, and when
it comes to her, "HudumaSmart is not about finding girls jobs but
decent jobs that respect dignity" Employers are bound to treat
workers humanely and HudumaSmart is obliged to crosscheck
the worker's welfare.
-www.hudumasmart.co.tz
How did our incubation help her start her business?
"The incubation helped me to develop and grow my idea. I had
mentors who guided me well through the ideation phase, prototyping
and up to launch my startup. I was able to create my website through
the skills I obtained from the incubation. My mentors helped me to
host my website since I did not have enough money to host it by
myself"
What motivated her to work with housemaids?
"My mother inspired me. She had worked on a mission school as a
domestic worker so she has the skills and helps me to train the girls I
recruit in my company. She is very good in modern cooking and
washing dishes. Also, I am very concerned with the welfare of
domestic workers as I have seen many girls being overworked and
underpaid"
What challenges is she facing?
"The biggest challenge I get is a capital to run my business in terms of
accommodating domestic workers while they are being trained
especially those from rural areas, training equipment such as modern
cooking and cleaning manners. For now, I share my room at home for
accommodating a maximum of two domestic workers at a time. I also
use our home stuff to train the girls. There is also a challenge getting
domestic workers who are hardworking and trustworthy"
Balbina Gullam is currently a student at Ardhi
University studying Environmental science. She also
travels to regions like Singida, Mbeya and Iringa looking
for young women who are willing to work as domestic
workers.
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STARTUP STORIES

Fundi Popote, a platform that brings service at
your doorsteps
With more than 65 professional workers
online, FundiPopote is a young yet grownup
startup by Queen Johnbosco Mtega, 20, who
started it in mid-2018. Through the online
system of FunndiPopote, one can get a skilled
technician for their faulty home appliances
and get them fixed right at their homes.
Queen understands how people are busy with
daily duties that they have limited time
looking for skilled workers, and so by
bringing this service at their doorsteps is one
way to make their lives easier. www.fundipopote.co.tz
It was not easy!
For Queen, it was not an overnight process to
come up with a viable idea like Fudi Popote. It took
almost two months of trying different ideas until
she settled for Fundi Popote. Being inspired by
people like Jokate Mwegelo and Madam Caroline,
she knew she had to get started with something of
her own and be part of the change makers.
Thankful for mentorship and incubation support
from Apps and Girls team that helped to shape her
idea. The incubation also helped her to acquire
coding skills that helped to create her system.
"Coming up with a good startup idea was a hard
part. I used to switch from one idea to another
until I came with Fundi Popote. My mentors
were very encouraging, even when I had so
many self-doubts, even when I had some crazy
far-fetched ideas, they always see help me get it
out" says who aspires to become a successful
tech entrepreneur.
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STARTUP STORIES

"Apps and girls made me grow, gain passion and have
goals that lead to greatness within the society.
I am currently in form six at Temeke secondary school,
I am also working on my project called LIFE FORCE
which deals with advocating human rights and equality
in Tanzania, especially to women and youth. I am also
under the mentorship of Ms. Shamsa from USAID who
is helping in building myself more as an individual and
change maker.
Apps and girls helped me to discover my interest in
technology that is why I wish to pursue a career in
technology specifically software designing but am also
interested in international affairs and use it to impact
my society positively"
- Elham

"I am working on making a gas leakage detecting
device. I believe this will reduce fire accidents that
occur following undetected leaking gases at homes,
offices or at industries.
With my skills that I have learned and still learning at
Apps and Girls, such as coding, IoT, robotics
automation and Arduino, I am confident to make this
project come to life. This device will be connected to
smart gadgets like computers and smartphones and it
will give alerts to users when it detects gas leakage so
they can act immediately to prevent fire accident.
I am also volunteering to teach coding to students in
secondary schools under the Apps and Girls' coding
clubs in five schools. I like to teach coding because it
help me to master it"
- Vanessa Kwayu
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THE ROBOTICS COMPETITIONS

Zainab Omary
"Being the lead programmer on a robotics team
was my best experience at Apps and Girls. We
had an interesting learning experience on
programming and assembling a robot. At the
challenge in Mexico, we were thrilled to meet
young people from all over the world who uses
STEM to solve problems in their community” Zinab Omary

This year, as we did in 2017, we took some of our girls
to a global experience of STEM in Mexico city! A
group of sevenstudens were selected in the robotic
tean at Apps and Girls where they spent times with
their mentors learning robotics programming and
participated in the world's largest robotics
competitions organized by FIRST Global. Most of our
students never had knowledge about robotics before
apart from seeing them on TV.
At the competions in Mexico City, Team Tanzania lead
by Zainab Omary was allied with other two teams to
showcase their robots performing tasks to bring
energy impact. They also interacted with fellow youth
from different nations across the world, some of which
are technologically advanced compared to our nation.
The challenge was about energy impact where our
students created a robot that could perform tasks such
as lifting solar panels to a place tha requires energy.
FIRST Global organizes a yearly international robotics
challenge to ignite a passion for STEM among the more
than two billion youths across the world. This was the
second time we participated on these competitions
since we joined as participants in 2017.
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AFRICA CODE WEEK
Through the Africa Code Week, we conducted several training and
workshops for students and teachers respectively. We even
reached new regions!

TOT WORKSHOPS FOR TEACHERS
For teachers, we managed to reach 275 secondary school teachers in three regions that
is Zanzibar, Dodoma and Dar es Salaam. We conducted TOT workshops and orientations
for teachers who were equally eager and passionate to introduce digital skills of coding to
student in their respective schools.

AFRICA CODE WEEK FOR STUDENTS
For students, we trained coding skills to 211 students in six secondary schools
in Ilala, Dar es Salaam and Kisarawe. Through ACW training, we have managed
to drive interest among young girls to learn and develop their skills in
technology. Apart from coding, students got opportunity to learn, discuss and
raise their awareness on Sustainable Deevelopment Goals.
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GIRLS
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
SUMMIT
The Girls Entrepreneurship Summit (GES) is Apps
and Girls' annual tech-entrepreneurship event cohosted by the US Embassy. It is an event for girls in
secondary and high schools in Dar es Salaam
region to connect, learn and build innovations and
solutions for community problems.
This year, we managed to bring together 166 girls,
which is twice last years count, who spent four
months training with IT experts and business
mentors and worked in teams to create techdriven solutions society's most pressing problems.
Most of the projects developed by the girls were
addressing society's most pressing problem such
that 60% of 32 solution ideas addressed issues like
teenage pregnancies, poverty, gender inequality
child marriages and women health-related issues.
To come up with these particular tech-driven
projects, girls were able to reflect on their society
– by doing research, consulting some institutions
and individuals. Above everything, the girls did not
forget the SDG agendas while creating their
solution ideas.
Toward the day of the summit, 76 students
managed to create projects with prototypes and
were shortlisted to pitch their startup ideas on the
big audience where the top three winning projects
were awarded.

Summit Participants to Win National
Competions for Science, Technology
and Innovation
Maleo and her team Eshe and Oliver from
Kondo Secondary school, were the first winners
of the GES2018 with their winning project
'sanitary pad vending machine' whose aim is to
provide affordable and accessible sanitary pads
for girls in schools
With the their project, the team has recently
managed to participate in the national
competitions of Science, Technology and
Innovation (MAKISATU) for Secondary Schools
and became third winners. They have also
participated in the Generation Unlimited
competitions last year where despite not
winning, they worked together with other youth
from across the country in building solutions for
adolescents focusing on girls and marginalized
youth.
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IMPACT FROM GENERATION UNLIMITED
BOOT CAMP
Apps and Girls has collaborated with UNICEF Tanzania
to bringing together bright young minds to tackle
education challenges facing young people through
Generations Unlimited Youth Challenge.This
collaboration has resulted in the birth of 4 life-changing
innovation ideas currently incubated at Apps and Girls
The Generation Unlimited bootcamp in Tanzania was
attended, among others, by eight teams from Apps and
Girls. A total of 22 of our girls were among the young
innovators from across Tanzania who came together for
a three days bootcamp to interact and build solutions for
challenges facing youth especially young girls and
marginalized youth. Participants had interactive
sessions with coaches from UNICEF, CoICT, Y4C and
Apps and Girls where they learned skills such as design
thinking, idea generation, personal development,
stakeholder mapping as well as prototyping their
solution ideas.
At the end of the three-days bootcamp, four teams from
Apps and Girls were among top five teams that received
a fund of 1000 USD each team and passed to the next
level of GenUnlimited youth challenge. This winning by
our girls is undoubtedly because of the experiences they
gained from the Girls Entrepreneurship Summit where
they worked to create tech-driven solutions for
community problems. The solution ideas created on the
bootcamp were focusing on solving problems such as
lack of sanitary pads for girls and other social-economic
factors hindering children especially girls from attaining
education.

THE MENTORSHIP PHASE
After passing on to the next level of
Generation Unlimited Youth Challenge, the
teams entered the mentorship phase. At this
stage, girls worked on planning and
researching while meeting different
consultants from UNICEF. Then teams
developed their prototypes while doing testing
and product development.
The teams were guided to use some of their
1000 USD budget buying personal laptop for
each team member for effective
implementation of their projects. Currently the
teams are being incubated and supported by
Apps and Girls together with UNICEF while
they work to bring their projects to life. Two of
the team have passed the Youth Challenge
and have been selected to the Global
competition.
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MEET OUR
ALUMNI
WHERE ARE THEY? THE GIRLS WHO JOINED US FOUR YEARS BACK?

Winnie Godlove Msamba; From joining our
coding club at her school to creating her
social enterprise, FanikishaMama, getting a
scholarship at ALA South Africa and now a
Bezos scholar at EF Academy in New York –
Winnie has made of progress we want to
see to all of our mentees. She stands as an
inspiration to many young girls who want to
follow their dreams.

Modesta Joseph: From ordinary life to the
world of opportunities. Through her
initiative OurCries, Modesta has been
featured on global media such as BBC and
Aljazeera. In 2018, she got admitted at the
MIT LaunchX Summer program
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
She was also on team Tanzania at the 2017
FIRST Global Robotics. Recently she spoke
at the WomenInTransport conference in
Nairobi.
www.ourcries.org
Asha Abbas: Currently a student at African
Leadership Academy in South Africa, Asha
had won 25000 USD at the Anzisha prize
through her initiative AuraTeen. She was
selected among the 12 Africa's promising
young entrepreneurs. Along with other
awards such as 25under25 of the internet
society and one of best science students
awarded by the New York academy of
science. -www.aurateen.org
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TESTIMONIES
HEAR FROM TEACHERS AND PARENTS

My granddaughter has been named among the best girls in
ICT in the region because of coding skills she learns at Apps
and Girls. Even her recent high grades in her final exams are
contributed with how Apps and Girls has shaped her to be
determinant. I am very happy with my granddaughter and I
thank this organization for their contribution to her
achievement especially in STEM.
- Mr. Mkumbwa, Lisa's grandfather
I started noticing my daughter exceeding academically, which
is very nice. Then I realized Apps and Girls has motivated her
to like science. I am very proud to see my daughter equipped
with IT skills and she is even teaching others how to code. I
thank the team behind Apps and Girls for doing such an
incredible commitment shaping our children.
- Mr. Michael, Doreen's father

Apps and Girls has influenced my students to expand their
knowledge in using IT skills such as mobile apps development,
web development and robotics. It is a great family for young
girls to explore opportunities in technology and network with
other aspiring women technologists.
- Madam Celestina, Teacher at Kondo School

My student have learnt coding skills that they use to create
technology-based solutions for their community. These are
important skills they rarely get in school curriculum provided
that computer studies are still regarded optional. They have
developed pitching skills that help them to speak confidently
in class lessons and during debates.
- Madam Nanancia, Teacher at Jamhuri school
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OUR FUTURE PLANS

We have big plans for 2019 which include the following among others;

Outreach plans to reach more girls across the country and
outside the country
To strengthen Partnerships and create franchaisable models
To launch a movement "TECH IS FEMALE" that will support girls
and young women in Tanzania to learn and develop their skills in
technology.
Inclusive and Innovation, we plan to reach to marginalized and
underprivileged groups such as school dropouts by equipping
them with advanced IT and entrepreneurial skills.
Enhancing Employability and skills development programs for
unemployed female graduates in Computer science and other IT
related fields.
To improve support and incubation services to our girls’ emerging
startups.
To celebrate FIVE years of Apps and Girls in service.
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SPONSORS AND COLLABORATORS
We are very grateful for the generous support we received from our
sponsors and partners. We would not be celebrating these
achievements without your support.
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SO
MUCH
FOR THE
FUTURE
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Follow Us
Mafere Street, 22
Box 106226
Kinondoni, Dar es Salaam
www.appsandgirls.com
info@appsandgirls.com
+255677071482

@appsandgirls
@appsandgirls
@appsandgirls
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